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A live healing concert of 900-year-old chants by Hildegard of Bingen, sung by sound shaman Norma

Gentile. Accompanied by Tibetan Singing Bowls and a choir of women, this CD includes spoken

blessings and Hildegards own poetry. 27 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: Healing, NEW AGE: Meditation Details:

A live healing concert of 900-year-old chants by Hildegard of Bingen, sung by sound shaman Norma

Gentile. Accompanied by Tibetan Singing Bowls and a choir of women, this CD includes spoken

blessings and Hildegards own poetry with stories of her life told by storyteller Anne Rutherford. The songs

invoke the Sacred Masculine and Sacred Feminine, using the music as a carrier wave for healing

energies. An ideal vehicle to magnify meditation and creative acts. This CD offers deeply melodic chants

written by a woman who 900 years ago discovered the miracle of sound to soothe and heal that rewards

listeners today, especially women ages 25 to 85. The CDs music will bring you peace in a busy world and

awaken your souls delight. Listeners familiar with the popular male chant, will treasure this feminine

version. Ideal to ease rush hour stress or other tensions or to accompany yoga or walking Some songs

include suggested meditations. Full color 8 panel eco-pack design, no plastic jewel case to break in

shipping. Complete texts and notes. SOUND SHAMAN NORMA GENTILE stands on the precipice

between the worlds of professional music making and energy healing. Trained in both worlds, she holds a

masters degree in Vocal Performance from the University of Michigan, has recorded four solo CDs of

Hildegards chant, and is a published author and channel for the Hathors and Archangel Michael. Norma

has appeared on CBS TV, demonstrating live the properties of Gregorian style chant to relax the physical

body, and has been profiled by NPRs All Things Considered and the Toronto Star. Her music is used by

Carolyn Myss, Drunvalo Melchizedek, and the female yogini Gurmukh. Her singing has a supernatural

presence, concentration, and modal sensitivity. according to Mark Longaker (music critic, Washington

Post). Her sound healing experience is included in Brooke Medicine Eagles book The Last Ghost Dance.

Normas gift, to be deeply intuitive as a highly trained musician, allows her to step beyond even the

extraordinary, into the truly new realms to which music leads us all. Norma has been invited to teach at

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=1367194


the American Conservatory Theater, Wisdom University, and has coached cast members of Broadway

shows such as Vagina Monologues and The Lion King, while coaching singers from musical groups as

diverse as Sweet Honey in the Rock and Hesperion XXI. Her recordings include Meditation Chants (Ave

Maria Press), Unfurling Loves Creation (Lyrichord Discs), and Healing Chants. Norma serves on the

International Editorial Board of OCHRE, Journal of Women's Spirituality, published by the California

Institute of Integral Studies, a project of the Women's Spirituality Program. Her website offers

complementary mp3 downloads of live healing chants and many articles. healingchants.com Norma

Gentile can be found at: normagentile.com Storyteller Anne Rutherford can be found at:

annerutherford.com
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